
Sudan’s UK envoy blames Rapid Support
Forces for bloodshed
LONDON: Sudan’s representative to the UK has put the blame for the violence
enveloping his country squarely in the lap of the Rapid Support Forces,
demanding that the paramilitary group lay down its weapons.  

Charge d’Affaires Khalid Mohamed Ali Hassan told Arab News that the RSF needs
to accept a swift reintegration into the Sudanese Armed Forces and take
responsibility for the bloodshed.

US confiscates Iran oil cargo on
tanker amid Tehran tensions
WASHINGTON: The US confiscated Iranian oil on a tanker at sea in recent days
in a sanctions enforcement operation, three sources said, and days later Iran
seized another oil-laden tanker in retaliation, according to a maritime
security firm.
As oil markets remain jittery, the cargo seizure is the latest escalation
between Washington and Tehran after years of sanctions pressure by the US
over Iran’s nuclear program. Iran does not recognize the sanctions, and its
oil exports have been rising.

European judges quiz aide to Lebanon
central bank chief
BEIRUT: A European judicial delegation on Friday completed its second hearing
with Marianne Hoayek, assistant to the governor of Lebanon’s central bank.

Hoayek is being questioned as a suspect in a money laundering case involving
European bank accounts belonging to Gov. Riad Salameh and his brother Raja
Salameh.

The EU judicial delegation also questioned Madeleine Shaheen, assistant to
Marwan Kheireddine, chairman of Al-Mawarid Bank.

The delegation is led by French judge Aude Buresi, and includes a Munich
public prosecutor and investigators from Luxembourg.
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Diplomatic drive to extend Sudan truce
as new fighting ravages Darfur
JEDDAH: Diplomatic efforts intensified on Thursday to extend the fragile
ceasefire in Sudan as new fighting raged in the war-ravaged Darfur region.

Armed fighters rampaged through the Darfur city of Genena, shooting at each
other and looting shops and homes. Residents said the fighting was dragging
in tribal militias, tapping into longtime hatreds between the region’s Arab
and African communities.

Guardian uncovers documents at odds
with evidence used to jail Australian
engineer in Iraq
LONDON: Documents uncovered by The Guardian have called into question
critical evidence used by Iraqi authorities to imprison Australian engineer
Robert Pether, sparking calls for his release. 
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